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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU-based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint an 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency. 
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Unicon is a technology consulting firm with over 30 years of experience developing 

solutions and providing services for higher education institutions and edtech 

companies to optimize learner-centric digital experiences that transform online 

teaching and learning.

Recognizing the need for a swift and certain solution, the customer sought an identity management system that could 
adapt to the diverse use cases inherent to higher education. They found that solution in Evolveum’s midPoint, which they 
chose for its rich feature set, flexibility, customizability, and its established reputation in the higher education community as 
an open source leader in identity security.

Unicon’s customer faced a challenge that affects all of higher education: managing diverse sources of truth while ensuring 
synchronization. MidPoint enabled them to seamlessly implement multiple sources and synchronized identities between 
human resources and student information systems.

The legacy system posed another challenge: changing of data and firing of events when other attributes were altered. The legacy system posed another challenge: changing of data and firing of events when other attributes were altered. 
MidPoint’s delta system supported this and the customer could leverage Evolveum's help to ensure the feature would work 
via the midPoint Academic Subscription. MidPoint stands above the competition for its legacy system replacement 
capability, enabling the import of data from existing systems for examination before deploying actions, ensuring a smooth 
transition.

Through Unicon, the customer successfully implemented midPoint on time. Unicon’s domain expertise guided the customer 
from evaluation to implementation, with support at every phase of the project. 

As expected, midPoint delivered a seamless deployment within the timeframe with minimal issues, and zero roadblocks As expected, midPoint delivered a seamless deployment within the timeframe with minimal issues, and zero roadblocks 
during production rollout. This success solidifies midPoint's standing as the go-to identity governance and administration 
platform for higher education institutions.

An Ivy League research institution was faced with a critical challenge in replacing its 
legacy identity system within a tight timeframe, but complexity arose from managing 
multiple siloed sources of identity. 
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